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egon darkholme and alec gillen are the co-creators of the acclaimed comic "invincible" and "green
lantern: emerald warriors." they are also the creators of "green lantern: emerald warriors vol 2: the
final night," a limited series written by green lantern: emerald warriors co-creator matt sturges, with
art by mike mckone and colors by adam hughes. the third and final collected volume of the series is
titled "my body" and will hit comic book shelves on february 28, 2019. beef baracell was moved from

the maxx to earth 52, travelling with his ship the eels, where he was given the task of bringing
assorted beings to the planet. as he approached, he ran into a kid named finn who was carrying a
sack. baracell looked in the sack and saw a bouncy-looking kid; he was extremely resistant. within
minutes the spaceman knew who he was - dc's top hero - and believed he was a rich kid. when finn
wasn't interested, baracell kept a hold of him. after finn's mother was kidnapped by a mad scientist,
the boy left his bag behind and went looking for him, thinking of it as a prize and was kidnapped by
the mad scientist. in the distant future, beefy used a time machine to get his bag back, and also got
the kid back. in the present, captain marvel jr. told finn's mother about her son, she told the truth
and decided to send finn to earth 1. church and caboose leave the blue team to explore the areas
south of blood gulch. at night, a monstrous creature is released from the trap, and caboose notices
something suspicious about the creature. he examines the creature, and finds that it is a c-14, and
not an egg, as he previously thought. he tries to warn church, but church is busy talking to the new
arrival, a spaceship from the second dimension which is about to crash. he runs outside to see what
is going on, and is too slow, and the spaceship crashes on top of church, knocking him unconscious.
when caboose regains his wits, he sees church, and goes to see him. caboose finds out that the ship

is texas, and the c-14 is running away.
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